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FIELD OF STUDY

ABSTRACT

Chemical Engineering

The future of infrastructure construction lies at the doorstep
of the widespread adoption of additive manufacturing technologies.
And, while additive manufacturing is a maturing field for polymeric
and metallurgical materials, a pathway for cement-based systems is
yet unclear. While numerous challenges and unanswered questions
hinder the full adoption of this technology in construction, materialrelated challenges which require extrudability and flowability
(rheology) of printed materials is key. Specifically, the lack of
understanding of the time-dependent rheological evolution of
cement-based printing paste materials, within the context of the
printing time frame, is one of the many factors that play a role in the
rate and success of commercial adoption. This thesis aims to bridge
this gap and sets-up in three parts: (1) understand the important
factors – physical and chemical – that control the rheological
evolution of cement-based materials, (2) develop a mathematical
framework for predicting and controlling the rheological properties
of cement-based materials and (3) explore the effect of printing
process parameters on the performance of rheologically modified
cement-based printing materials.
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Part 1 – This work focused on understanding the effect of
shear history and apparent measures of particle dispersion on the
time-dependent flow-rheology behavior of cement in different
dispersants while comparing pastes of hydrating cement to that of
non-hydrating silicon carbide paste.
Part 2 –This research developed a two-mechanism model
that captures the complex time-dependent rheology of cement paste
and reproduces the experimentally observed thixotropic to antithixotropic transitions in cement paste under cyclical flow conditions.
Part 3 – This work developed a process-stable robust additive
manufacturing process using a suitable hydrogel admixture – HEMC –
as a printing aid for cement paste printing. The printing performance
of two cement-hydrogel pastes was studied using statistical analysis
of the printed objects.

